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Despite the constrained uK public spending environment and the fallout 
from the global financial crisis, the group had another successful year.

our strategic change programme entered a new phase  

with the development of an implementation roadmap.  

it marks a key stage of our transformation from an 

organisation whose primary activity is the delivery of  

paper-based exams via infrequent, large scale sessions to 

one that is primarily an ‘information business’ that delivers 

a wide variety of products and services through multiple 

channels to a richer mix of customers, audiences and 

commercial partners. this transformation is vital to our 

future success and is a very significant change, touching 

every aspect of our organisation.

in the uK, we are continuing to build strong relationships 

with education ministers in the new coalition government to 

ensure that our voice is heard and our expertise recognised. 

We believe that it is our role, as experts in assessment and a 

body independent of government, to influence, advise and 

guide on all aspects of education policy and strategy.

our group Director of assessment research and 

Development, tim oates, was appointed a key advisor 

on the national Curriculum review. this is not only a 

testament to tim but also an acknowledgment of the level 

of expertise that resides within the group.

the much anticipated Wolf report on vocational  

education was published and recommended a raft of 

changes to the infrastructure that currently dictates  

how vocational qualifications are developed, delivered  

and funded. We believe these changes will serve learners 

across the spectrum of achievement much better than  

the current system.

regulation continues to be an area of great interest 

to the group. in the uK, the exams regulator, ofqual, 

decided to regulate awarding bodies, rather than individual 

qualifications, in a process called ‘recognition’.

the english Baccalaureate (eBacc) was introduced as a 

recommendation of the government’s schools White 

paper, ‘the importance of teaching’. We voiced concerns 

over the removal of breadth from the learning experience 

in our findings submitted to the parliamentary select 

committee.

internationally, in an uncertain global climate, Cambridge 

esol and university of Cambridge international 

examinations continue to grow. this is primarily due to 

our commitment to supporting governments around 

the world on education reform. We continue to act as a 

trusted advisor to overseas ministries, a role made more 

complicated by recent political upheavals, helping them 

develop curricula for state schools’ systems. With our focus 

on education as a whole rather than simply assessment, we 

are becoming more involved in education at the primary 

level so that we are providing support for the learner 

throughout their educational journey.

in november we welcomed mark Dawe as the new Chief 

executive for oCr. mark comes with a wealth of experience 

from within the sector particularly through his roles within 

the association of Colleges and as principal and Chief 

executive of oaklands College. 

Simon Lebus 

Group Chief Executive

Cambridge Assessment

introDuCtion
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Dr Michael Milanovic,  
Chief Executive,  
University of Cambridge  
ESOL Examinations

Mark Dawe, 
Chief Executive,  
Oxford Cambridge and 
RSA Examinations (OCR)

Ann Puntis, 
Chief Executive, 
University of Cambridge 
International Examinations 

Simon Lebus,  
Group Chief Executive,  
Cambridge Assessment 
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We continue to influence and improve education policy and 

strategy around the world by positioning the group at the 

heart of key education topics.

to highlight the need for education and curricula to respond 

to changing global societal, individual and economic needs, 

we championed a debate on ‘education in an interconnected 

world’. attended by around 100 educational specialists – 

with a further 700 watching live online – it put the group at 

the forefront of an important debate, further strengthening 

our position as experts in assessment, and providing a much-

needed forum in which to air ideas and raise issues. the 

discussion was led by a panel of national and international 

experts from the worlds of work and education.

the group also took the lead in another important 

educational debate – the role and value of testing students 

at age 14 instead of 16. the campaign, which was centred 

on a live debate at the British library in london, tackled 

the pros and cons of a routed education system. top 

education experts agreed that it is the content of a learning 

programme and not the system – academic, technical or 

vocational – that matters and we should not see the issue as 

vocational versus academic. more than 80 people attended 

the event and nearly 1,000 people watched and interacted 

with us live online.

We also held our 5th Cambridge assessment conference 

which addressed the theme ‘challenges of assessment 

reform’. professor paul Black of Kings College london and 

Dr philip Davies from oxford evidentia limited provided 

keynote talks. a new addition to the conference was a panel 

discussion, streamed live and watched online by over 400 

people from around the world.

in his opening remarks at the conference, group Chief 

executive simon lebus called for: further collaboration 

between higher education and awarding bodies to ensure 

that a levels continue to offer adequate preparation for 

undergraduate study; politicians to stand aside and let 

assessment experts carry out full trials of any changes before 

they are implemented; and uK exams watchdog ofqual to 

manage the regulatory cycle so to promote stability rather 

than entrench an expectation of automatic change.

Influencing thinking

following our consultation on higher education and 

awarding body engagement, we produced a policy  

paper that called for greater involvement of university 

academics in setting the content of a levels in order to 

better guarantee standards and improve the university 

admissions process. our proposals were welcomed by  

the uK universities minister, David Willetts. 

Building on our policy paper, our uK exam board 

established a series of strategic forums to forge closer 

relationships between qualifications stakeholders. the 

forums – which have been positively received by uK 

universities – were also designed to give institutions a 

strong mechanism for presenting their concerns and 

requirements to us. 

uK education secretary, michael gove, endorsed the 

group’s international curriculum analysis. he shared our 

view that recent reviews of the national Curriculum have 

failed to harness the insights emerging from high quality 

transnational comparisons. the government called upon 

our educational expertise by appointing the group Director 

of assessment research and Development as Chair of the 

national Curriculum review expert panel.

there was a lively debate about the science of how 

children learn and the implications this has for education 

to reinforCe our position as a reCogniseD anD respeCteD 
leaDing authority on assessment 

UK Education Secretary Michael Gove addressing the 
question, ‘what do you think makes a good education?’  
at one of our events.

authority
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policy at Cambridge assessment’s seventh parliamentary 

research enquiry at the house of Commons. experts in 

neuroscience, psychology and education emphasised the 

importance of motivational and contextual influences, 

together with the importance of active, directed learning in 

ensuring that a child’s potential is realised. those attending 

agreed that neuroscience needs to have a bigger impact on 

policymakers than at present. a fair degree of consensus 

emerged around the need for discourse to shift to a focus 

on children and learning, both in terms of cognitive and 

emotional development.

addressing the question, ‘what do you think makes a 

good education?’ at one of our events, the uK education 

secretary michael gove said he believed all children should 

have had a broad academic education by the time they 

are 16. We shared this view and spoke of the need for 

students to have well recognised qualifications and that 

different teachers and students need different qualifications 

to reflect learning and teaching styles, and that attempts 

to put students through a ‘single doorway’ had not been 

successful. We also emphasised the need for proper user 

involvement in the development of qualifications, raising 

concerns about the gradual stepping back of higher 

education from what goes on in secondary schools. 

the group attends all three main uK political party 

conferences each year to engage with politicians and 

stakeholders on education policy. as well as holding events, 

we meet with ministers and other parliamentarians at 

party conferences to discuss issues around qualifications, 

curriculum and assessment.

We also contributed to public debate on the language skills 

of overseas medical professionals in the uK through a series 

of articles in high-profile publications including the British 

medical Journal, the lancet and nursing times, and ran a 

week of events in the european parliament promoting the 

benefits of multilingualism.

Making our voice heard

our uK exam board submitted evidence to the much 

anticipated Wolf report on 14–19 vocational education. 

the findings of which, the group wholeheartedly supports. 

the recommendations safeguard the interests of young 

people with measures that can support real progression, 

raise the quality of vocational provision and, crucially, 

secure core achievements in english and maths. We agree 

with the report’s statement that no single, centrally defined 

option is likely to suit everyone; the proposals have the 

potential to sweep aside systemic barriers created by 

target-driven funding regimes, a plethora of quasi-official 

approval processes and invidious league table measures. 

We see this as a real opportunity to engage with schools, 

colleges, independent providers and employers to develop 

appropriate curriculum choices.

the government’s retrospective introduction of the 

english Baccalaureate (eBacc) as a new key indicator of 

how schools are performing certainly caused a reaction. 

Tessa Munt MP, and member 
of the House of Commons 
Education Select Committee, 
addressing the question,  
‘what do you think makes a  
good education?’ at one of our  
fringe events. 

As well as holding events, the 
Group met with Ministers and 
other Parliamentarians at all 
three main UK political party 
conferences to discuss issues 
around qualifications, curriculum 
and assessment.
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research conducted by our uK exam board suggested that 

many schools were responding quickly to the new eBacc 

criteria with planned changes to curriculum on offer to 14 

to 16 year olds from september 2011.

the eBacc recognises the attainment of gCse and igCse 

grades a* to C in five subject areas; english, maths, 

humanities, science and languages (ancient or modern). 

for many, the eBacc is a welcome and wholly appropriate 

means of rewarding young people who have succeeded 

across a number of strong academic subjects. however, 

in our findings which we submitted to the parliamentary 

select committee, we voiced concerns over the removal of 

breadth from the student learning experience, especially 

in applied learning routes, as well as the exclusion of 

qualifications such as asset languages.

our views were recognised in the review of offender 

learning report published by the uK Department for 

Business, innovation and skills. We emphasised the need 

to get as many prisoners as possible on an appropriate 

programme, and then to support them up to the highest 

level, right up to degree standard. We also defined five 

key principles: secure it facilities and internet access for 

offenders; the integration of learning programmes with 

other prison activities to extend learning opportunities; 

relevant training and development for prison officers and 

other contributors to offender learning programmes; a 

service-wide database of transferable offender records; and 

incentives – in particular, equal or higher pay – for offenders 

to participate in education.

During the year we made sure our business and processes 

met the requirements of ofqual’s new approach to 

regulation; giving ‘recognition’ to awarding bodies, rather 

than individual qualifications. the new approach will mean 

big changes and challenges for all awarding bodies. We’ve 

been arguing for an approach that focuses on principles and 

high level outcomes for all qualification users, leading to 

greater flexibility and reduced costs. in the rapidly moving 

education sector, innovation and efficiency must drive the 

development of qualifications that meet learners’ needs.

Publishing our research

our research continues to demonstrate that we have a 

strong research base from which to influence thinking, 

highlighting the organisation’s academic integrity and 

educational values. in addition to sharing our research via 

our own publications Research Matters, Research Notes and 

Studies in Language Testing, the group also contributed 

articles to a wide selection of well-regarded books and 

journals published around the world. We are currently 

preparing a special publication on Comparability to give 

clarity to the definitions of comparability and its objectives 

– this will be available in the autumn. and in an attempt 

to make our research more accessible, we also produced 

Research Matters: A selection of articles for dissemination to 

a wider, non-technical audience.
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our researchers have also presented papers at many 

renowned research conferences around the world 

including British educational research association’s annual 

conference, european Conference on educational research, 

international association for educational assessment 

annual Conference and american educational research 

association’s conference.

Supporting education

We continue to work with governments around the 

world on education reform. We signed a memorandum of 

understanding with the mongolian ministry of education, 

Culture and science – to give mongolia an education system 

of international standard. Cambridge international education 

programmes will be introduced into a new model of bilingual 

school in mongolia, as well as development of the national 

schools’ curriculum, resources and training for teachers. 

Working in partnership with the egyptian ministry, our 

international exam board was asked to develop english and 

arabic medium curriculum and assessments for the first  

five nile egyptian schools, which will be fully open  

by July 2015. We are also providing extensive teacher 

training and resources to ensure that teachers are familiar 

with the learning and teaching approach required by the 

new curriculum.

our international exam board became a certified provider 

of board examination systems in the us for a pilot 

programme designed by the national Council on education 

and economy. from september 2011, schools in 11 us 

states can choose to offer Cambridge exams. 

the full range of Cambridge english exams was included in 

the uK Border agency’s new list of qualifications which are 

recognised for all categories of visa for immigration to the 

uK. seventeen of the twenty-six qualifications included in 

the list are produced by the group. the french and german 

versions of our Bulats business english qualification were 

also recognised by the french ministry of the interior and 

several german federal states for naturalisation purposes.

Sharing expertise 

the group won a tender from the ministry of education 

in singapore to run a bespoke four-week course for 

singaporean teachers. this builds on the success of our 

international study programme which continues to remain 

popular, providing a well-needed forum for assessment 

professionals to share their knowledge and expertise. 

Delegates from the 6th 
Cambridge Assessment 
Network International Study 
Programme outside Madingley 
Hall, Cambridge. 

The 24 delegates came from 
countries including Barbados, 
Botswana, Brunei, Jamaica, 
Malaysia, and Kenya, to share 
best practice in assessment 
and discuss issues faced by 
assessment experts around  
the world.

We share our research  with the wider educational community through 

publications, conference papers, events and online.
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in order to set minimum standards of language ability for 

future graduates, our Business english Certificates (BeC) 

are being integrated into the universidad Contemporánea 

(uCo) in Querétaro mexico’s business programmes. the 

adoption will mean that from 2011, those studying subjects 

such as business, marketing, accounting and finance will 

have to sit an internationally recognised BeC qualification. 

We signed an agreement with sto – the association of 

Civic schools – to offer Cambridge english exams in schools 

throughout poland, working with Warsaw-based exam 

centre lang ltC. this large-scale project will raise the profile 

of language education in schools for students and teachers.

to increase the english language ability of future graduates, 

the frankfurt school of finance and management is 

integrating a range of Cambridge english exams into its 

master’s programmes. from 2011, those enrolling onto the 

university’s master of finance and master of international 

Business courses will need to prove their english skills with 

a certificate in Cambridge english: advanced or proficiency.

We teamed up with international house World 

organisation (ihWo) in an initiative which will result in ih 

students and clients having better access to the Bulats 

exam and increase the number of schools around the globe 

that offer the popular test.

Transferring knowledge 

200 Cambridge teachers from 40 countries, across all 

five continents, came to this year’s sixth Cambridge 

international teachers’ Conference. Delegates came to the 

annual professional development and networking event 

for the Cambridge global learning community from as far 

away as the usa, new Zealand, mexico, india and sweden. 

Keynote speakers put the concept of global learning into 

context, preparing delegates for facilitated workshops that 

explored the nature of the global learner.

leading voices in language assessment from around the 

world showcased how they are promoting multilingualism 

and fairness in language testing at a conference in Krakow 

organised by one of our exam boards and its partners in the 

association of language testers in europe (alte). the alte 

4th international Conference focussed on the importance of 

using frameworks when testing language ability, especially 

in the case of examinations for high stakes purposes such 

 as immigration.

as well as hosting our own knowledge sharing events 

we also participated in a plethora of external education 

events around the world either by speaking or exhibiting. 

in January we attended the British education and training 

technology exhibition showcasing our group capabilities 

together for the first time at this major event in london. 

at going global in hong Kong, in march, we supported 

the ielts sponsorship and simon lebus, our group Chief 

executive, presented at the e-assessment Question asia 

pacific event in singapore.

in the uK we participated in events aimed at policy makers, 

including Westminster education forum and Westminster 

Briefing where we often had a speaker presence. We are 

also visible at events held by the association of Colleges, 

association of school and College leaders and universities 

and Colleges admissions service. and, of course, it is 

important that we are also represented at the many subject 

specific events that take place annually.
Group Chief Executive Simon Lebus. 
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Recognition 

the Central office for foreign education in germany, an 

institution of the ministries of education and Cultural 

affairs, approved a resolution recognising Cambridge pre-u 

principal subjects, Cambridge pre-u global perspectives 

and research and the Cambridge pre-u Diploma. this is 

good news for students wishing to apply to undergraduate 

courses in germany with Cambridge pre-u qualifications.

Cambridge pre-u also received recognition from Brown 

university in the us, meaning that every us ivy league 

university – such as harvard, princeton and yale – now 

welcomes applications from Cambridge pre-u students.

australian minister for immigration and Citizenship, 

Chris Bowen mp, announced that the Cambridge english 

advanced exam (also known as Certificate in advanced 

english) will be recognised for australian student visas. the 

new rules give students who want to study in australia the 

opportunity to use this high quality, secure international 

qualification to prove that they have the language skills 

they need for academic success. previously, ielts was the 

main english language test accepted by the Department of 

immigration and Citizenship for australian visa purposes.

(L:R) Brian Lightman, General 
Secretary of ASCL, Tim Oates, 
Group Director of Assessment 
Research and Development at 
Cambridge Assessment and 
Kim Catcheside, former BBC 
education correspondent.

the Vietnam national university in ho Chi minh City 

is the latest to join the 12,000 organisations around 

the world to adopt Cambridge english standards of 

language ability. from 2011, undergraduate and post-

graduate students can prove their english language 

ability at the start and finish of their courses using 

Cambridge english: Key, preliminary, first, advanced 

and proficiency. our Business english Certificates and 

Bulats are also accepted under the new scheme.

Cambridge english is also helping to fuel the buoyant 

international student market in Canada. new additions 

to the list include saint mary’s university, university 

of British Columbia (okanagan) and thompson rivers 

university.

meanwhile, the number of medical schools in the uK 

recognising Cambridge english language tests more 

than trebled in a 12 month period. as of December 

2010, 26 medical schools from across the uK now 

accept the english language tests from Cambridge 

esol compared to just seven a year earlier.

the Bahrain institute of Banking and finance is the first 

institute in the region to adopt the popular Cambridge 
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to reinforCe our position as a 
reCogniseD anD respeCteD leaDing 
authority on assessment 
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EF v	 the group championed debates on   

 education in an interconnected world  
 and the role and value of testing   
 students at age 14 instead of 16.

v	 Our group chief executive called for  
 further collaboration between He   
 and awarding bodies to ensure that  
 A levels continue to offer adequate   
 preparation for undergraduate study.

v	 the government called upon our   
 educational expertise by appointing  
 our group director of Assessment   
 Research and development as chair  
 of the national curriculum Review   
 expert Panel.

v	 Our research continues to demon -  
 strate that we have a strong 
 research base from which to   
 influence thinking.

v	 we continue to work with 
 governments around the world on   
 education reform.

Mark Dawe, Chief Executive of OCR (centre). 

financial english blended learning course to help develop 

the language skills in the finance sector. the move is part  

of a growing trend which is seeing english ability becoming 

an essential skill in the finance sector.

the uK exams regulator, ofqual, confirmed that our  

Delta qualification for teachers is at the same level as a 

master’s degree or a professional diploma in the uK, ireland 

and other european Countries. this is a result of Delta being 

placed at level 7 of the uK government’s Qualification 

and Credit framework, making it the only english language 

teaching diploma currently included at this level.

New exam chief 

We appointed a new Chief executive of our uK exam 

board. mark Dawe, who joined on 1 november 2010, was 

previously the principal and Chief executive of oaklands 

College in hertfordshire. he was a board member of 

the association of learning providers, Chair of the 

association of Colleges for the eastern region, a trustee of 

awarding body VtCt and board member of the principals’ 

professional Council. he also recently headed the Capital 

task group on behalf of the association of Colleges and is 

now Chair of the national Capital reference group.
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Concepts, including virtual learning environments, 

on-screen testing and marking systems, electronic 

portfolios and mobile technologies, have now become 

integral in modern education, helping to drive personalised 

learning and reach previously untapped areas of 

assessment. this provides benefits for learners, teachers 

and those involved with the administration of assessment 

within schools, colleges and training providers. 

our focus is not simply to make existing pen-and-paper 

tests electronic but to explore ways that computers can add 

real value to assessment. education not technology must 

dominate online exams. 

We have a vital role to play not only in delivering 

technological solutions but also in reflecting on any shift in 

practice and influence thinking on how technology can best 

support assessment.

e-Testing

over 350 centres from around the world have now 

registered to run computer-based versions of our english 

tests. Cambridge esol’s network of computer-based 

testing centres now covers 52 countries and this figure is 

likely to increase further. as a result, we are continually 

reducing the time it takes from entering for an exam to 

receiving results, without compromising our rigorous 

quality controls or the thoroughness of the assessment.

e-Marking

We signed a six year contract with a leading supplier of 

educational software, rm. the company has been providing 

e-marking services to the group since January 2004. 

the two organisations entered into a strategic managed 

service agreement in may 2007, which marked the group’s 

decision to adopt e-marking for a significant proportion of 

its activities. the new contract extends this relationship for 

a further six years, with increased marking volumes. rm will 

offer a comprehensive managed service including scanning 

of examination scripts, electronic distribution of script 

images to examiners, an on-screen marking application, and 

workflow management. the service will be backed up by 

telephone and online support for markers.

e-Processing and administration

trying to make the communication of exam data easier 

and more streamlined for schools and colleges is a constant 

driver of change. a major project, in which our uK exam 

board is participating, is now underway to simplify the 

exchange of exam entry and exam result data between 

all uK awarding bodies and their customers resulting in 

a new system by the end of 2014. the ‘a2C’ project will 

change the format and the way that data are exchanged 

resulting in a universal system which can be used between 

all schools and colleges and awarding bodies, replacing the 

need for separate transactions that currently exists.

to effeCtiVely use anD Deploy moDern teChnology

technology
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Cambridge english exams are being increasingly used 

around the world within mainstream education in 

schools and universities, increasing the need for suitable 

preparation materials. Consequently, we launched four 

new online practice tests aimed at the hundreds of 

thousands of candidates preparing for Cambridge english 

exams each year. the online practice tests are for: 

Cambridge english: Key, Key for schools, preliminary and 

preliminary for schools; Cambridge english: advanced; 

and Cambridge english: first. the tests will help students 

to prepare for exam day by familiarising themselves with 

the format of the real exam.

improvements were made to Cie Direct, our international 

exam board’s online tool for its exams officers. new 

functionality was added to help make it easier for schools 

to make entries and administer our exams. for the June 

2011 exam series 627 centres submitted a total of 89,699 

entries or amendments using online entries. 

We launched new support websites, which include 

tools to help teachers measure and assess students’ 

performance, and new online introductory training 

courses for Cambridge primary and Cambridge  

secondary 1.

active results, our results analysis service for uK schools, 

continues to be popular. it helps teachers and learners 

by drilling down exam performance, per candidate, per 

specification and per unit. it also enables schools to 

compare their performance against other schools across 

the country. 

in the uK we launched our first ‘online training’ pilot for 

teachers wishing to teach gCse maths, english and iCt 

plus oCr functional skills. We are delivering the training 

through ‘moodle’, a well-known and widely used Virtual 

learning environment designed to provide a safe and 

secure portal for sharing information.

e-Security

as a group we are always looking for new ways to maintain 

the integrity of Cambridge exams, and during the year 

we deployed a new security technique. Detailed marks 

from paper-based gCse, international gCse, as and a 

level examinations, offered by the group that are marked 

online will be statistically screened for signs that might 

indicate malpractice. the latest advance, developed by our 

researchers, adds additional detection measures for exams 

on paper. in many cases papers are now scanned and marked 

online by examiners and the new screening service uses the 

detailed marks that are now captured.
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We continue to be particularly 
interested in how technology 
can be deployed in assessment 
and harnessed to deliver an 
education system more in tune 
with society and the workplace.

to effeCtiVely use anD Deploy 
moDern teChnology

TE
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IN
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RI
EF v	 education not technology must   

 dominate online exams. 

v	 during the year we deployed a new   
 security technique. detailed marks   
 from paper-based gcse, igcse, As   
 and A level exams, offered by the   
 group that are marked online will be  
 statistically screened for signs that   
 might indicate malpractice.

v	 we launched new support websites   
 and added new functionality to help  
 make it easier for schools to make   
 entries and administer our exams.

v	 the group extended its contract with  
 a leading supplier of educational   
 software, Rm, to reflect the decision  
 to adopt e-marking for a significant   
 proportion of our activities. 
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We continue to develop, design and deliver assessments 

that truly reflect our commitment to providing 

qualifications that engage and inspire learners around the 

world and help them to achieve their full potential.

 Assessments and qualifications

to meet the rising demand from uK schools and pupils we 

launched the first ever entry level qualification in latin. 

this pre-gCse level qualification is funded for use by the 

state sector and can be used as a stand-alone qualification 

or as a stepping stone to further study of the subject at 

gCse and a level.

for students who want to extend their maths studies 

beyond gCse, without committing to an in-depth two-year 

course, we launched a new Cambridge pre-u short Course 

in mathematics (statistics with pure mathematics), first 

examination in June 2012.

in response to the rise of entrepreneurialism, we launched a 

Cambridge igCse in enterprise. this is the first Cambridge 

igCse syllabus which asks learners to adopt the thoughts 

and actions of entrepreneurs, developing their knowledge 

and understanding of the practicalities of setting up and 

running their own new enterprise.

We strengthened our global perspectives offering – which 

develops students’ independent research and thinking 

skills, and prepares them for higher education – with the 

launch of an as level in the subject. We also gained uK 

accreditation of our Cambridge pre-u short Course in 

global perspectives which was launched in response to 

schools requesting a one-year standalone course. 

We listened to the needs of teachers, learners and 

professionals in the uK health and social Care sector 

and launched two new post 19 health and social Care 

Qualifications – Children and young people’s Workforce 

(levels 2 and 3) and Dementia Care (levels 2 and 3). 

united arab emirates-based students at higher Colleges of 

technology (hCt) planning to study on higher education 

courses in english speaking environments, will be able to 

prove they have the necessary language skills by taking 

the newly developed higher education admissions (hea) 

test. Developed by experts from Cambridge esol and the 

higher Colleges of technology in abu Dhabi, the hea test 

will allow students to prove their language ability in line 

with international standards recognised by universities all 

over the world.

a new partnership with the institute of Career guidance 

(iCg) reflects a shared commitment to the delivery of 

careers advice and guidance. our uK exam board has 

launched three new advice and guidance qualifications 

to Continue to expanD the organisation By proViDing the 
Benefits of a BroaD, attraCtiVe anD innoVatiVe portfolio of 
assessments anD QualifiCations, anD relateD serViCes

innovation

Cambridge IGCSE is the world’s most popular international 
curriculum for 14–16 year olds.
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which would suit a variety of people working in careers 

roles. the partnership also benefits those taking the  

iCg’s own qualifications which have now been mapped 

to oCr’s to encourage stronger progression and reduce 

assessment burden.

We continued to work with leading companies such as 

microsoft, Cisco and oracle to help ensure that vocational 

qualifications stay relevant to the needs of both employers 

and employees. During the year, our uK exam board 

joined forces with adobe to integrate the adobe Certified 

associate qualification into two of our it qualifications 

– Creative imedia and itQ. this means that those with 

skills in adobe’s creative software can now achieve two 

nationally-recognised it qualifications.

to help italian universities differentiate between highly 

able candidates, we worked in partnership with the italian 

ministry of higher education and research to deliver an 

admissions test for medical courses – the international 

medical admissions test. the group also continued to 

work in partnership with the university of oxford to jointly 

administer its undergraduate aptitude tests for history 

and physics entry in november 2011. the tests are taken 

by all candidates for history and for physics or engineering 

courses at oxford.

in september, we announced a major collaboration 

with the university of michigan in the us to establish 

Cambridge-michigan language assessments. this will 

provide a wide range of services for universities  

and other sectors and brings into our portfolio a  

range of internationally recognised qualifications in 

american english.

We continue to develop, design 
and deliver assessments that 
truly reflect our commitment 
to providing qualifications that 
engage and inspire learners 
around the world and help them 
to achieve their full potential.
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Growth and expansion

the uK government’s decision earlier this year to  

fund Cambridge igCse in state maintained schools  

has led to a huge increase in the numbers of uK  

schools offering the qualification. in recent years,  

the growth of Cambridge igCse in the uK has mirrored 

worldwide growth trends. however, this year we have 

seen exceptional growth in the uK; it was up by 104  

per cent on last year. Worldwide, the number of 

Cambridge schools offering Cambridge igCse rose 

by 17 per cent. in particular there was strong growth 

in China, egypt, indonesia, malaysia, and uK. the 

qualification is now taught in 550 uK schools (200 

state and 350 independent).

Cambridge igCses are also increasingly being  

adopted in schools throughout europe as a means 

of educating students bilingually, often alongside a 

national curriculum.

the number of schools making Cambridge pre-u 

entries rose from 60 last year to 90 in 2011. overall, 

entries for Cambridge pre-u, the group’s alternative 

qualification to the a level, are up by 34 per cent 

compared to last year. 148 schools registered to teach 

Cambridge pre-u in July 2011 (up from 101 in 2010) – 

55 per cent independent; 45 per cent state. increase in 

demand for this qualification follows research by our 

international exam board, which showed that many 

students felt unprepared for university study after their 

school education.

We successfully delivered the first year of time zoned 

question papers on all Cambridge international 

qualifications – independently and externally audited  

for security.

Resources

We launched an arabic website to provide an introduction 

to Cambridge qualifications and programmes for our 

audiences in the middle east and north africa. the 

arabic website is the fourth non-english website to be 

launched since last year, in addition to Chinese, hindi 

and Vietnamese, complementing the existing range of 

multilingual websites around the world.

Cambridge primary, our integrated education and 

assessment programme for primary stage learners, 

underwent some exciting new developments. revised 
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All our assessments are 
developed in line with the 
Cambridge Approach – a set of 
best practice principles. Our 
approach is evidence-based 
and research-led. We take our 
responsibility seriously to ensure 
that assessment promotes 
educational excellence and the 
benefits that come with it.   

curriculum frameworks, expanded assessment and 

reporting, and new support tools and resources for  

teachers have all been introduced in the way that 

customers want.

In the UK we launched a new digital tool to support science 

teachers. Our World of Science is the first virtual world to 

be launched by an exam board, and can be thought of as 

“Sims meets Science” for schools and colleges. Players learn 

in part through completing a range of tasks, which reflect 

the decisions they make to keep their world alive. The main 

link back to our science specifications, however, comes from 

the work shed, where they have to go to earn money. While 

in there, a range of scientific facts will appear on screen, all 

of which relate to OCR science topics.

We have been working with Doublestruck, market leaders 

in creating databases of assessment material, to produce 

the first Cambridge Qkit. Cambridge Qkit for Mathematics 

is an easy-to-use, subject specific database of authentic 

Cambridge exam questions, related mark schemes and 

examiner commentary.

A brand new pack of teaching materials for use in the 

classroom is now available online for our Certificate in 

Employability Skills, part of our UK Ready Steady Work 
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suite of qualifications. the qualification suite offers core 

employment skills ranging from interviews and practical 

tasks, to learning how to be financially capable.

a partnership between our uK exam board and the British 

library provided teaching professionals with an exclusive 

opportunity last July to attend informed workshops and 

presentations on our gCse specifications in Citizenship and 

religious studies. the key aim of the day was to promote 

community cohesion within schools and to demonstrate 

how the teaching of both subjects has a critical part to play 

in the process.

to Continue to expanD the 
organisation By proViDing the 
Benefits of a BroaD, attraCtiVe 
anD innoVatiVe portfolio of 
assessments anD QualifiCations, 
anD relateD serViCes

v	 to meet the rising demand from uK   
 schools we launched the first ever   
 entry level qualification in latin.

v	 we continued to work with leading   
 companies such as microsoft, cisco   
 and Oracle to help ensure that   
 vocational qualifications stay   
 relevant to the needs of both   
 employers and employees. 

v	 working with the italian ministry of   
 Higher education and Research we   
 developed the imAt to help italian   
 universities differentiate between   
 highly able candidates. 

v	 igcse and cambridge Pre-u   
 experienced exceptional growth in   
 the uK. 

v	 we successfully delivered the first   
 year of time zoned question papers   
 on all cambridge international   
 qualifications. 
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We pride ourselves on designing world class processes 

and systems to ensure we deliver the right assessments to 

the right candidate on time. and we believe that it is our 

role, as experts in assessment and a body independent of 

government, to influence, advise and guide on all aspects  

of education policy and strategy around the world.

extensive works are in progress at our state of the art 

warehouse, DC10, to optimise space and workflows to 

create a fully centralised operation. Warehouse capacity 

will increase from 3,000 to 4,800 pallet spaces and  

goods-in/goods-out area will be separated to provide  

more efficient workflows.

one of the major highlights is the new post examinations 

processing area. previously occupying the ground floor only 

with offices, this area has been transformed to provide a 

new first and second floor area of over 900 sq metres per 

floor. all post examinations processing for scripts, optical 

mark recognition and art marking are now consolidated in 

one area. the top floor will provide a large area for onsite 

art marking with provision of natural light.

another impressive structure is the high level walkway, 

currently under construction. this will provide safe 

access for staff to the esol marking area and our print 

management partner océ’s operation. this will separate 

pedestrian and fork lift traffic in the new goods-in area.

new smart warehouse lighting is being installed, improving 

our carbon footprint. automatic sensing of movement 

and light levels result in a 75 per cent efficiency saving in 

comparison with existing lighting.

Works to allow our uK exam board’s operation in 

Birmingham to move to DC10 are complete, the remainder 

of the programme including site sprinkler installation is 

planned for completion in early 2012.

the building work to extend three Crowns house to around 

26,000 sq ft was completed in march 2011. We renamed 

the building 72 hills road in line with its postal address and 

our other buildings at 1, 7 and 9 hills road. the interior 

fit out works are currently underway and it is planned 

that our international exams board will move into the 

building in september 2011 allowing other refurbishment 

works to proceed elsewhere within group properties. the 

finished building has achieved a Breeam ‘Very good’ rating 

which is an indication of the attention to detail and the 

management processes that were applied throughout the 

project to turn the original 1970’s building into a modern, 

fully insulated and air conditioned office block.

to maintain effiCient anD eConomiC proCesses to support 
WorlD-WiDe DeliVery of examinations

to maintain effiCient anD eConomiC 
proCesses to support WorlD-WiDe 
DeliVery of examinations

v	 warehouse capacity increased from   
 3,000 to 4,800 pallet spaces and   
 goods-in/goods-out area will be   
 separated to provide more efficient   
 workflows.

v	 new smart warehouse lighting is   
 being installed, improving our  
 carbon footprint.

v	 Our international exams board   
 moved into 72 Hills Road. 
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project threshold, a strategic three to four year 

programme designed to undertake the comprehensive 

renewal of the legacy technology infrastructure and 

complementary modernisation of our business processes, 

is making good progress in ensuring that the group is 

capable of continued, sustainable growth.

During 2010/11 project threshold was mobilised fully 

under the leadership of an executive programme Board 

comprising the operations Directors of all three of our 

exam boards. the focus in the first phase has been on the 

tools and processes used across the group to manage 

and support its relationships with customers. to achieve 

this, the project concentrated on the redesign and 

renewal of all customer-facing web sites and proposals 

to introduce formal processes for customer relationship 

management. in parallel, the project selected a new 

technology platform which is intended to become the 

backbone of the group’s administrative processes as 

threshold progresses. Delivery of new capability to the 

business will commence in January 2012 followed by 

further releases every six months through to 2014.

elsewhere, our exam boards continue to work 

collaboratively on projects. for instance, our admissions 

test team worked in conjunction with esol subject  

officers, to ensure that the linguistic content of 

assessments being developed were at a suitable level 

for international candidates who have english as their 

second language. and our uK and international exam 

boards continue to promote the benefits of each other’s 

qualifications to their existing customers.

the revised environment policy was agreed by the 

Corporate Board in october 2010. since then we have 

achieved the awarding of the Carbon trust standard and 

are continuing to put in place systems and equipment to 

enable accurate monitoring of energy use. the fitting of 

half hourly meters has identified energy usage patterns 

and as part of the development project at DC10, motion 

and ambient light sensitive lighting has been installed 

in the warehouse with an anticipated payback period of 

less than three years. Dry mixed recycling of waste has 

been rolled out across all our sites to enable us to achieve 

our target of 0 per cent waste to landfill by 2015. We 

are currently achieving over 92 per cent of waste being 

recycled and are focussing on our food and replacement 

computer packaging to achieve further reductions.

to pursue internal synergies to aChieVe eConomies of 
sCale anD maximise eDuCational impaCt

to pursue internal synergies to 
aChieVe eConomies of sCale anD 
maximise eDuCational impaCt

v	 Our infrastructure programme is   
 making good progress in ensuring   
 that the group is capable of   
 continued, sustainable growth.

v	 Our exam boards continue to work   
 collaboratively on projects.

v	 we have achieved the awarding of   
 the carbon trust standard and are   
 continuing to put in place systems   
 and equipment to enable accurate   
 monitoring of energy use.
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as a vital and integral part of education and training 

worldwide, it matters to us that people rise to bigger 

challenges, reach their potential and gain new skills. our 

training and development plans are also there to make 

sure staff across the group have the necessary skills and 

abilities to perform to their full potential.

staff continue to make the most of the training and 

development opportunities on offer with well over 2,000 

people having attended soft skills courses this year. 

We introduced advanced telephone training to ensure 

customer service staff have the skills and the confidence 

to respond effectively to customers.

We also piloted bite sized training courses with a number 

of volunteers across the group. the idea of scheduling 

three short, fast-paced sessions in one day for people to 

slot one, two or three into their busy schedules appealed 

to all who attended. We plan to run more next year. 

We continue to work closely with teams where some 

managers use established meetings to introduce a short 

training session on a business specific subject – fully 

embracing the ‘just-in-time’ approach to development.

microsoft e-learning was successfully trialled; this will 

enhance a blended approach to our continuous learning 

and development activities. however, classroom based it 

events, on-site as well as external, continue as part of our 

formal training environment.

the Cambridge assessment network’s Certificate of 

Continuing education in the principles and practice of 

assessment continued to be popular among staff. it offers 

an excellent opportunity for both employees and other 

awarding bodies’ staff to develop their knowledge and 

understanding of the theories of assessment that  

underpin their day-to-day work. in 2010–11, six members 

of staff participated in the programme, learning not  

just from the tutors, but also from the experiences of the 

other participants.

to ensure that staff haVe the right sKills to implement 
anD to proViDe training anD DeVelopment opportunities

to ensure that staff haVe the 
right sKills to implement anD to 
proViDe training anD DeVelopment 
opportunities

v	 staff continue to make the most 
 of the training and development   
 opportunities.

v	 we successfully trialled microsoft   
 e-learning and piloted bite sized   
 training courses.

v	 we have systems in place to   
 continually drive improvements  
 and maintain high quality. 
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CAMBRIDGE ASSESSMENT

the Cambridge assessment group influences thinking around 
the world on the development of assessment and delivers 
excellence through its three exam boards.

for more information about our three exam boards, visit:

www.ocr.org.uk
www.cie.org.uk
www.cambridgeesol.org

to find out more about Cambridge assessment, please visit:

www.cambridgeassessment.org.uk

you can keep up to date with our activities by subscribing 
to View – our e-newsletter designed to inform education 
debates.

email expertview@cambridgeassessment.org.uk to join  
our mailing list

you can also follow us on twitter

www.twitter.com/Cam_Assessment
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